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Note: This guidance sets out MAS’ supervisory expectations on effective controls to address the operational risks. Banks should study and incorporate the learning
points from this guidance, giving proper regard to the profile of their business activities. The described controls are not meant to be exhaustive.

• In February 2016, a central bank in Asia

became the victim of an attack targeting

the bank’s infrastructure connected to SWIFT.

Perpetrators attempted to steal close to US$1

billion from the bank’s account with the

Federal Reserve Bank of New York.

• Since then, SWIFT is aware of other cases

where fraudsters used the same modus

operandi. The banks were compromised,

and credentials to payment generation

systems were obtained to send fraudulent

payments. (Source: SWIFT)

• While banks put in place enhanced

measures to tackle the growing threat of

cyber risk to the financial system, there

remains a fundamental need for banks to

strengthen operational controls in their back-

office.

• SWIFT has maintained that its network and core

messaging services have not been

compromised. (Source: SWIFT) While SWIFT

continues with its efforts to ensure this remains

so, it is incumbent on banks to secure their IT

environment and internal systems. Under the

SWIFT Customer Security Programme (CSP), the

mandatory security controls establish a security

baseline and must be implemented by all SWIFT

users. The advisory controls are additional good

security practices recommended by SWIFT for

users to implement.

• The nature and impact of fraud in the financial

services industry have evolved, with fraudsters

targeting core banking systems, gaining control

of the back-office and sending fraudulent

payment and other instructions over the SWIFT

network. Effective operational controls are

therefore crucial in this fight against fraud.

Concerted Vigilance against Payment Fraud

• MAS conducted thematic inspections targeted

at strengthening banks’ operational controls in

their Payments and Electronic Funds Transfer

(EFT) operations from 2016 to 2019. We

inspected and benchmarked selected banks

whose operations ranged in size and

complexity, and covered the banks’

Treasury/Global Markets, SWIFT Messaging,

Cash/Remittances, Trade Finance and Wealth

Management businesses.

• This guidance summarises the key inspection

findings and elaborates how banks’ controls in

Payments and EFT operations should be

enhanced, in addition to the implementation of

baseline SWIFT CSP controls.

• MAS held industry sharing sessions in October

2019 to share our observations with the industry

following the thematic inspections.
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Areas of Focus for Thematic Inspections 

Governance 

and 

Management 

Oversight
User Profiles 

and Access 

Rights

Message

Reconciliation

EFT Controls 

and Systems

Nostro 

Reconciliation

Contingency 

Arrangements

Event Journal 

Review

Note: As the majority of the banks covered in our thematic inspections utilised SWIFT Alliance Access, our key findings were focused on this area. However, the key
control principles in this guidance should similarly apply to other equivalent systems used for SWIFT messaging.
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MAS observed some good practices

SWIFT Operations and Controls

• Management undertook risk assessment and review of internal controls to mitigate the

potential risk of unauthorised/fraudulent transactions following high profile incidents in

2016.

Examples of good initiatives:

• Bank T engaged SWIFT to perform a security review of its onsite SWIFT infrastructure. In addition, 

the bank migrated its high risk payment systems to a secure zone, isolated from the general IT 

environment, to reduce the risk of external compromise.

• Bank B reviewed its SWIFT user access rights globally and removed rights that were not required. 

It also enhanced user authentication by implementing either 2-factor-authentication (2FA) or 

2-step-authentication (2SA) in its processes.

• Bank A instituted end-of-day reconciliation of SWIFT MT4xx (Collections and Cash Letters) and

SWIFT MT7xx (Documentary Credits and Guarantees/Standby Letters of Credit) messages

created directly in SWIFT Alliance Access. Learning from the Punjab National Bank fraud case,

this was aimed at detecting fraudulent Letters of Undertaking/Guarantees or other unauthorised

instructions using these SWIFT message types.
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MAS observed some good practices

Critical Outsourced Activities 

• Critical outsourced activities are governed by Service Level Agreements to protect the

bank’s local SWIFT infrastructure from outsourcing risks.
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System and Physical Access

• Daily SWIFT system uptime and downtime are pre-determined based on operational

requirements.

• Staff access to EFT premises is pre-programmed for normal working hours. Approval is

required for access beyond authorised times.

Relationship Management Application (RMA) Arrangements  

• Most banks are aware of the need for periodic RMA review and due diligence to ensure

that dormant or obsolete RMA set-ups in the system are promptly deleted.
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Banks’ Controls in Payments and EFT Operations should be Enhanced 

Improve Governance and Management 

Oversight 

KEY FINDINGS

• Ineffective oversight and inadequate

understanding of the intricacies of SWIFT

systems, operations and controls.

• This led to deficient management of SWIFT

access rights and user profiles.

Strengthen Detection Capabilities

Enhance 
operational 
and system 

controls

Strengthen detection 
capabilities

Improve 
governance 

and 
management 

oversight

Enhance Operational and System Controls

KEY FINDINGS

• Fundamental security principles of need-to-

know access, least privilege and segregation of

duties were not adhered to.

• Inappropriate access rights and profile

assignments, e.g. SuperID profile with rights to

create and authorise its own messages.

• Privileged account control needed

improvement, e.g. SuperID profile should be

deleted/disabled after system set-up.

KEY FINDINGS

• No end-of-day reconciliation of SWIFT messages, in

particular, non-straight-through-processed (non-STP)

SWIFT messages created directly in SWIFT Alliance

Access or equivalent system.

• Inadequate process for event journal review e.g. critical

profile activity or system alerts.

• Lack of awareness on the importance of timely

Nostro reconciliation in detecting fraudulent activity.

• Lack of understanding that Nostro reconciliation

needs to be independent of any payment,

settlement or dealing function.
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Note: Key findings were from our thematic inspections covering the selected banks. Weaknesses identified were found in at least a few banks, and may not apply to all the
banks covered. The banks have since addressed MAS’ findings, or are continuing to review solutions for areas requiring more effort, or support from head-office.
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Governance and Management Oversight

SWIFT Operations and Controls

• Inadequate management understanding of SWIFT systems, and how SWIFT operations and

controls should be designed to mitigate risks. This led to ineffective oversight and deficient

management of SWIFT access rights and user profiles, as well as a lack of contingency

procedures in the event of SWIFT being unavailable.

Case Study: Unauthorised User ID creation/deletion and profile change 

• Ineffective governance and risk management of Bank F’s Payments and EFT operations led to 3 user security
breaches – there were no approvals for User ID creation/deletion, and security officer profile change. These
serious control lapses occurred at the global operations hub responsible for the SWIFT messaging utility of Bank
F, covering more than 50 branches/entities world-wide, including Bank F Singapore.

• The 3 unauthorised incidents that occurred in the bank’s SWIFT Alliance Access (SAA) Production environment
went undetected until highlighted by MAS. Separate monitoring of irregular SAA activities by the bank’s
security application also failed to detect the unauthorised incidents.

Learning point: The weaknesses were a result of ineffective governance and oversight, as well as insufficient
understanding of SAA system functionalities, inadequate controls over SAA profiles and access rights, and a
low appreciation of the risks.
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Governance and Management Oversight

SWIFT Operations and Controls

Case Study: Sharing of Left Security Officer (LSO) and Right Security Officer (RSO) master passwords

• At Bank C, 14 staff at its operations hub SWIFT support team shared both the LSO and RSO master passwords.
This meant any one of these staff could singly:
 Create and approve all User IDs, including privileged SuperIDs; and
 Create, verify and authorise all SWIFT payment instructions.

Learning point: The fundamental control lapses reflected poor control consciousness and weak understanding
of SAA applications/functions. Proper segregation of duties between the LSO and RSO is required at all times.

• Approving authorities at Bank Z and Bank S approved change requests which resulted in compromised
controls, such as the granting of both Message Creation and Message Approval rights to the same staff to
authorise his own entered message. Approving authorities need to have a holistic view of a staff’s access rights
and job scope, so as to ensure that changes requested are appropriate.

• At Bank B, the one-off privileged administrator access rights were granted without request or approval from
the requisite authorities.

Learning point: An appropriate change request process is required. (1) Approving authorities must understand
and have a holistic view of a staff’s access rights and job scope in assessing requests for new or change of
rights, to ensure controls are not compromised; and (2) A SWIFT user matrix and permission list for all SAA
applications/functions, access rights and profiles assigned should be established.

Case Studies: Deficient management of SWIFT access rights  
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Governance and Management Oversight

Back-up Arrangements if SWIFT is Unavailable

• If SWIFT is unavailable, a number of banks lacked back-up arrangements with their main

Nostro agents, e.g. use of Nostro agent’s proprietary system or encrypted email.

• Some banks had back-up arrangements, but their procedures were inadequate, e.g.

authorised staff lists and contact persons/numbers were outdated.

Learning Point: Contingency arrangements, including procedures and pre-established

contact numbers/persons, which are important for time-critical payments, urgent wire

transfer cancellations or other critical instructions, should be put in place and kept up-to-

date.
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Operational and System Controls

Segregation of Duties

• There was a lack of proper segregation of duties. Fundamental security principles of need-

to-know access, least privilege and segregation of duties were not adhered to.

Case Studies:

• At a number of banks, LSOs and RSOs were found to simultaneously hold the roles of:
o RMA Officer (responsible for set-up and maintenance of correspondent relationships using authorisations in

SAA); and
o SAA IT Administrator (responsible for system application functions e.g. application set-up, upgrades and

configurations).
• Some SuperID profiles also held the role of RMA Officer.  

Learning Point: In line with SAA Security Guide controls to protect SAA and its operating environment from
security threats, specific roles are pre-defined and kept separate to prevent risks of fraud or other
inappropriate activity. For example, security-related and operational functions must be segregated. Proper
segregation of duties is required for LSO/RSO, RMA Officer, SuperID and SAA IT Administrator roles.

• At Bank F, more than 40 staff who held differing roles in the bank’s operations hub wielded the SuperID profile.
This profile was used for emergency or break-glass access, and scheduled application changes/fixes.

Learning Point: Access rights that are in regular use, e.g. system application functions for planned application
fixes/upgrades, should not be held by the SuperID profile which has powerful rights that can be abused. There
should also be a limit to the number of staff holding the SuperID profile. Fundamental security principles of
need-to-know access, least privilege and segregation of duties need to be emphasised.
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Operational and System Controls

Access Rights and User Profile Assignments

• Inappropriate SWIFT access rights and user profile assignments reflected a lack of

understanding of the risk implications. Fundamental security principles of need-to-know

access, least privilege and segregation of duties were not adhered to.

Case Studies:

• At Bank N, the SuperID profile was given rights to create all Message Types (MTs), including payment messages,
and to authorise its own entered message. This effectively meant the profile could bypass maker-checker
controls, and singly send out any unauthorised wire transfer or other instruction. This was reflected as:
 “Message Creation – Create Message” and “Message Approval – Approve Message” in the Operator Profiles 

security definitions.
In addition, this SuperID profile had the following unlimited access rights in:
 “Message Modification – Dispose Message” to bypass verification and authorisation for all SWIFT Message

Types; and
 “Message File - Re-activate Instance”.
This meant the profile could singly reactivate past messages, such as MT103 or other payment messages, modify or
make changes to value date, amount, beneficiary, and move the messages to the queue for sending out.

• At a number of banks, the SuperID profiles were given inappropriate rights such as:
 RMA and authentication keys permissions – these should be the responsibility of the RMA Officer;
 Security Definition – this should be the responsibility of the LSO/RSO; and
 Message Approval and Message Modification – bypassing maker-checker controls.
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Operational and System Controls

Access Rights and User Profile Assignments

Case Studies (continued):

• Bank B’s 2 LSOs and 2 RSOs were given both the Left Secret and Right Secret, and both parts of the 
authentication keys in:
 “Security Definition - Authentication Server Configuration”; and 
 “SWIFTNet Support – SWIFTNet Link (SNL) Handling”.
This meant both pairs of security officers inappropriately held both Left and Right Secrets, and both First and
Second Parts Local Authentication Keys to manage the configuration and connectivity between SAA and the
SWIFT Alliance Gateway.
LSOs and RSOs have critical security roles. Left and right secrets, as well as first and second parts of keys should
be entrusted separately to each LSO and RSO for proper segregation of duties.

• Some RMA Officers were given inappropriate access rights such as:
 SWIFT Interface Login/Select – to connect to SWIFT;
 SWIFTNet Interface - to manage the flow of messages to and from SWIFTNet; and
 Message Creation and Message Approval of Trade Finance messages viz. MT499 and MT799. 
RMA Officers were given additional rights beyond their role, which allowed them to inappropriately establish 
SWIFT connectivity for transmission of messages, as well as to create and approve Trade Finance messages.

Learning Point: Inappropriate granting of SWIFT access rights and user profile assignments expose the bank to a
risk of unauthorised activity, fraud or other operational risks. The fundamental security principles of need-to-
know access, least privilege and segregation of duties need to be emphasised. This is also in line with SWIFT

CSP controls. In addition, there should be a regular review process to ensure that access rights are
appropriately assigned, with inactive and/or redundant rights or profiles promptly deleted.
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Operational and System Controls

Privileged Account  

• SuperID profiles were found in a number of banks’ systems. Banks were further exposed to

fraud risk in cases where the SuperID profiles had unlimited rights, e.g. Security Definition,

RMA, SWIFT Interface Login / Select, Message Creation and Message Approval.

Learning Point: Privileged profiles should be deleted/disabled after system set-up, to

mitigate the risk of unauthorised use.

Back-up for Security Officers

• Some inappropriate back-up arrangements were observed in a few banks e.g. Bank N

had only one back-up for both the LSO and RSO.

Learning Point: This inappropriate back-up arrangement exposes the bank to heightened

fraud risk. There should be a separate back-up each for the LSO and RSO. For banks with

large scale operations, it is good practice to have a few pairs of LSO and RSO.
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Operational and System Controls

Maker-Checker 

• The maker-checker control is a fundamental one. However, proper maker-checker

controls were not always in place. For example, in the core banking system of Bank S, the

Verifier (checker) could edit fields such as amount/account number for a transaction input

by the Creator (maker).

Learning Point: This was not appropriate as it ran against the “Maker-Checker” control to

ensure that no single person can perform a process from end-to-end. The checker should

not be given rights to edit the inputs of the maker. Proper maker-checker controls should

always be in place.
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Detection Capabilities

End-of-day Reconciliation of SWIFT Messages

• As part of work processes, operations units performed post-payment and post-settlement

reconciliations to validate that all messages had been processed for the day and were

properly accounted for.

• However, there was generally no end-of-day reconciliation of SWIFT messages against

supporting source documents, in particular, non-STP SWIFT messages created directly in

SAA (or equivalent system used for SWIFT messaging).

• Such non-STP SWIFT messages include payments, e.g. MT103 and other message types,

such as authenticated free format messages, e.g. MT199, MT299, MT599 and MT4xx, MT7xx,

which can be used to effect payment, issue instructions or provide authorisations to

correspondents.

Learning Point: End-of-day reconciliation is critical for SWIFT messages involving manual

intervention as these are exposed to the risk of unauthorised activity. This process would

enable the bank to promptly detect any unauthorised or fraudulent SWIFT message. This

end-of-day reconciliation process should be implemented for all relevant business lines

which process non-STP SWIFT messages as part of their daily business operations.
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Detection Capabilities

Event Journal Review

• A number of banks lacked a process for timely review of SWIFT event journals/logs e.g.

critical profile activity and system alerts, to ensure system access was duly authorised at all

times and the system was functioning properly.

.

• At Bank R, certain RSOs were “approved but disabled”. When asked to explain, the bank claimed that those
RSOs were auto-disabled by the system due to inactivity. However, some inactive SAA user profiles (last login
more than 3 years ago), that should have been similarly auto-disabled, remained “enabled”. Bank R could
not ascertain if the auto-disable function in the SAA system was working effectively. Subsequent investigation
revealed that a change request had resulted in the incorrect re-enabling of the inactive SAA user profiles
that were previously auto-disabled. Such anomalies could have been detected by timely review of SWIFT
event journals/logs.

• At Bank F, 3 unauthorised incidents of User ID creation/deletion, and system security officer profile change
went undetected.

• At Bank Z, there was inadequate review of critical profile activity, e.g. SAA IT administrator activity was not
reviewed, while LSO and RSO activity was reviewed only once a month.

Learning Point: Prompt review of SWIFT event journals/logs, e.g. critical profile activity and system alerts, at
least on a daily basis, can mitigate the risk of unauthorised or inappropriate activity being undetected. Such
daily review of event journals/logs can also alert any instance when the system is not functioning properly.
This review process should be robust and include appropriate escalation procedures.

Case Studies:
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Detection Capabilities

Nostro Reconciliation

• A few banks were not mindful of the importance of timely Nostro reconciliation in

detecting unauthorised wire transfers or fraudulent activities.

• A few banks were not aware that Nostro reconciliation must be independent of any

payment, settlement or dealing function. For example, their settlement and dealing room

staff also assumed responsibility for Nostro reconciliation.

Learning Point: The critical role of timely Nostro reconciliation on a daily basis to detect

unauthorised transactions, needs to be emphasised. Nostro reconciliation must be

independent of any payment, settlement or dealing function.
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Banks should

(i) Remain alert to unusual transactions and 

behaviour red flags;

(ii) Assess legitimacy of business relationship;

(iii) Adopt effective risk mitigation measures 

Enhancing Operational Controls in Banks’ Payments and 

Electronic Funds Transfer Operations
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In summary, banks need to…

• Improve Governance and Management Oversight
Management needs to exercise effective oversight to ensure adequate controls are in place for the proper
management of SWIFT access rights and user profiles. Proper contingency procedures should be established for
situations when SWIFT is unavailable.

• Enhance Operational and System Controls
The fundamental security principles of need-to-know access, least privilege and segregation of duties should be
adhered to. This will ensure appropriate access rights and profile assignments, proper control of privileged
accounts, and proper back-up arrangements for critical profiles such as security officers.

• Strengthen Detection Capabilities
End-of-day reconciliation of SWIFT messages requiring manual intervention is critical to detect any outgoing SWIFT
message that may be unauthorised or fraudulent. An adequate process for timely event journal review, including
appropriate escalation procedures, is important as it serves to ensure that system access is duly authorised at all
times, and the system is functioning properly. Timely Nostro reconciliation on a daily basis is crucial for detecting
fraudulent activity. Nostro reconciliation must be independent of any payment, settlement or dealing function.

• Remain Vigilant to Evolving Risks
Banks should continue to be vigilant to the evolving nature and impact of payment fraud risks, incorporating key
lessons from fraud events into their risk controls, as well as securing their IT environment and internal systems.
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Banks should

(i) Remain alert to unusual transactions and 

behaviour red flags;

(ii) Assess legitimacy of business relationship;

(iii) Adopt effective risk mitigation measures 

Enhancing Operational Controls in Banks’ Payments and Electronic 

Funds Transfer Operations

• MAS’ thematic inspections have shown that there is room for improvement in banks’ operational controls

for their Payments and EFT operations.

• Banks should assess the effectiveness of their operational controls against MAS’ expectations and good

practices set out in this guidance, and take appropriate steps to address any gaps. This is in addition to

the implementation of baseline SWIFT CSP controls. Banks should also dedicate adequate resources for

effective risk detection and mitigation.

• MAS looks to the banks’ senior management to provide oversight and maintain high standards in this

area. MAS will continue to engage banks on the effectiveness of their operational controls in Payments

and EFT operations as part of our ongoing supervision.
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Mitigating Payment Fraud Risks


